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A GOOD NIGHT FOR MALTA'S AIR GUERILLAS

Malta’s fighters and intruders have now destroyed or damaged 105 locomotives

in enemy territory, notably in Sicily and southern Italy. This total was

reached on Saturday night after fighter-intruders had ended their most successful

evening’s work.

The intruders began at dusk and were soon operating by the brilliant light
of an almost full Mediterranean moon* This moon once had other more pleasant
uses in the Mediterranean, but last night it only served to illuminate the targets
and cause more disruption to the enemy's transport and supply system.

For some time now Malta's intruders have found that the enemy, in testimony
to the damage caused* has increased the defences of his railways in Sicily and the

toe of Italy, At first machine-guns were used, but as they proved ineffective

Bofors guns were added, and all the time many riflemen were "letting fly" as the

aircraft passed. The intruders, however, still found and hit the locomotives and

goods trains, and the current score illustrates the persistence of their attack.

This total of 105 has been reached since the new year - two and a half months.

A train was running into Taranto on Saturday night when -an intruder attacked.

The train stopped and the engine spouted steam. The story was the same in many

places. At Bianco station there were strikes on a locomotive and station buildings.
Trucks and tank wagons in a siding south of soveraty and also at Marina ju palizzi

were strafed. There were four attacks on a train at Amantea, which were followed

by vivid electric flashes starting a fire, which spread and was still burning half

an hour later. Mataponton - unlucky the evening before - was unlucky again and

had another line of trucks gunned, and a stationary train met the same treatment

south of villariana.

At Marchesena, Sicily, an intruder had an unusual success with a train, which

■was attacked repeatedly until it was seen that the locomotive had left the rails.

Central, eastern and northern Sicily were all searched for targets, Rear Lercera

two engines on one train blew’ up in flames, and further strafing of the covered

trucks’ which they were pulling produced many flashes. Hits were scored on four

more engines and trucks of goods trains in the some area.

Near Lentini in eastern Sicily two trains and goods yards were attacked until

the engines were enveloped in steam. Another train was attacked and damaged in

northern Sicily and two' more trains on the coastal line were strafed. It

certainly was a good night for the air guerillas of Malta.


